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This paper proposes a novel standing assistance scheme that guides a subject to adopt a suitable

posture using intended movements. In many previous research, an assistive robot requires the
patient to understand the standing reference beforehand and generally, the subject learns the

standing motion used by the robot. However, for practical use, a patient should be able to use an

assistive robot without special prior knowledge. Nursing specialists also guide their patients with
an intended movement. For example, when they incline a patient’s upper body before lifting it up,

they guide the patient’s body with a special moving pattern. Moving in this way is based on their

experience and expertise and, in fact, the patient moves according to the motion intended by the
nursing specialist. In this paper, we develop a standing assistance scheme that guides the patient

to stand in the intended way. The effectiveness of the proposed method is verified by experiments

with our prototype.

1. Introduction

Activities such as standing, walking, and sitting may be the most serious and important ac-

tivities in the day-to-day lives of elderly people since they lack physical strength1.2 Therefore,

developing a caregiving service robot capable of assisting the elderly when they stand, walk,

and sit is important, and many such devices have been developed and reported in previous

studies3.4

In our previous studies, we developed an assistive robot that continuously aids patients

with activities such as standing, walking, and sitting56.7 However, some patients failed to

use our previous system to stand because they did not understand how they should move

their body with our assistive robot (Fig. 1). These patients also could stand smoothly with

the robot after we provided them detailed explanation on reference standing way with the

robot.

On the other hand, nursing specialists guide patients with intended movements and do

not explain standing way beforehand.8 For example, when they incline a patient’s upper

body before lifting it up, they guide the patient’s body with a special moving pattern.

Moving in this way is based on their experience and expertise and, in fact, the patient

moves according to the motion intended by the nursing specialists. Therefore, it is useful

for a robotic assistant to provide such non-verbal instructions.
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(a) prototype (b) suitable motion (c) unsuitable motion

Fig. 1. Standing motion using our latest prototype. (a) Suitable motion. The subject inclined his upper
body and the center of gravity (COG) moved sufficiently in the forward direction. (b) Unsuitable motion.
The subject did not incline his upper body enough and, as the result, his balance was bad.

Thus, this paper proposes a standing assistance scheme that guides the user to adopt the

right body movements using the intended or reference movements. In our previous works, we

investigated what characteristics of the reference motion show to the user the intention of the

assistive robot.9 Extending this findings, we design an assistance movement that teaches the

reference body motion to the user, and we implement this motion in our prototype standing

assistance robot.

2. Proposed Instinctive Assistance Motion

2.1. Psychological Assessment

In neurophysiology, previous research has analyzed voluntary human arm movements and

demonstrated that they can be closely approximated by a minimum jerk trajectory model

with a characteristic velocity profile.10 In this paper, we used this model to design the

assistive motion. In the minimum jerk trajectory model, human one-dimensional motion is

expressed as the trajectories that minimize

Cj =

∫ tf

0

(
d3x (t)

dt3

)2

dt (1)

where tf is the final time of the movement and d3x (t)
/
dt3 is the differential of acceleration,

called jerk. Cj is an extremum when x (t) is the solution of the Euler–Poisson equation.

We assume that the boundary conditions are

x (t0) = x0, ẋ (t0) = ẋ0, ẍ (t0) = ẍ0,

x (t0 + tf ) = xf , ẋ (t0 + tf ) = 0, ẍ (t0 + tf ) = 0.
(2)

where xf is the distance traveled and tf is the time required for this motion. x0is the start

position andt0 is time when the motion starts. Applying (2) to (1), x (t) can be expressed

x (t) = x0 + (xf − x0)
(
6τ5 − 15τ4 + 10τ3

)
+ẋ0 (t− t0)

(
−3τ4 + 8τ3 − 6τ2 + 1

)
+ ẍ0

2 (t− t0)
2 (−τ3 + 3τ2 − 3τ + 1

)
,

(3)

where

τ = (t− t0)/tf (4)
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In (3) and (4), only two parameters (xf and tf ) are required to derive the motion. Thus,

we can design the following robot motions, which approximate typical human motion (Fig.

2). Each motions are same trajectories and same average velocity, however, these velocity

profiles are different.

From our previous research,9 humans tend to have different impression by time for the

velocity to reach its peak value. The motion, which reaches its maximum velocity at the early

period, tends to increase the aggressive impression and humans tend to follow the motion

with this velocity profile. On the other hand, the motion, which reaches its maximum velocity

at the late period, tends to increase the kind impression and human do not tend to follow

the motion and tend to done their original intended motion.

Fig. 2. Examples of velicuty profiles

2.2. Standing Assistance Motion Design

The standing motion recommended by nursing specialists can be divided into three phases.8

In the first phase, the patient inclines his/her trunk forward. In the second phase, the patient

lifts his/her buttocks up off the chair and lifts up his/her upper body. In the third phase, the

patient extends his/her knee joint completely and ends the motion. To realize this standing

motion, the following conditions should be fulfilled:

• In the first phase, the patient should incline his/her upper body forward so that

his/her center of gravity (COG) is over his/her feet instead of his/her buttocks.

• In the second phase, the patient should smoothly change his/her direction of motion

from forwards to upwards.

These conditions mean that the subject should undertake the required motion at each

phase. Thus, the assistive robot should indicate to the user what motion is required at each

phase during assistance. The intended motion of the robot should be designed based on the

aggressiveness factor.

The standing motion recommended by nursing specialists8 consists of three phases (Fig.

3(b)) and in each phase, the peak velocity occurs around 50% of the time for the whole

movement pattern. Thus, we approximate the velocity profile of the assistance motion by

the minimum jerk trajectory model as (3).

Considering the human impression as previous subsection, we shifted the relative time of

the peak velocity. Fig. 3(c) shows the velocity profile for the first phase. For each movement

pattern, the peak velocity was set to occur at 25% (pattern 1A), 50% (pattern 1B, which is

the original one), and 75% (pattern 1C). Pattern 1A has a stronger aggressiveness factor and

pattern 1C has a stronger kindness factor. Thus, we expect pattern 1A will guide the patient

in the forward direction effectively in the first phase, which is useful for a patient who does

not have an understanding of the standing assistance. On the other hand, we expect that
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pattern 1C will give a gentler impression to the patient, which is useful for patients who do

not like robotic assistance.

The velocity profiles in Fig. 3(c) are based on the motion reference tracks in Fig. 3(b).

In other words, Fig. 3(c) shows the velocity profiles of a point that moves along the position

reference track shown in Fig. 3(b). Therefore, each standing assistance pattern has the same

assistance position reference and the only differences are due to the velocity profile.

(a) coordination (b) recommended motion (c) velocity profile for the first phase

Fig. 3. Motion of our standing assistive robot. Its coordination is defined in (a). (b) Armrest motion of our

robot, which realizes the standing motion recommended by nursing specialists. (c) Velocity profiles for the
first phase. The difference between each pattern is due only to the velocity profile. Each pattern follows the

same reference tracks shown in (b).

The velocity profiles for the second phase are listed in Table 1. The reference motion for

each pattern is shown in Fig. 4. Fig. 4(a) shows the motion of the powered walker (in the

X-direction) and Fig. 4(b) shows the motion of the standing assistance manipulator (in the

Y-direction).

Table 1. Velocity profiles for the standing motion.

Motion Pattern at Peak Velocity in 2nd Phase [%]

25% 50% 75%

Motion Pattern at 25% 1A-2A 1A-2B 1A-2C
Peak Velocity in 50% 1B-2A 1B-2B 1B-2C

1st Phase [%] 75% 1C-2A 1C-2B 1C-2C

3. Standing Assistance Controller

To instruct patients how to move his/ber body during standing up, our controller uses

a combination of damping control and position control. Damping control can change the

strength of assistive power, thus, it can determine how strong it applies assistance force to

instruct the body movements to the reference pathway. Considering that the acceleration

of the assistance motion guides the patient to stand in the intended way, damping control

should be used when its motion accelerates.

However, damping control allows for an offset from the reference pathway of motion. By

contrast, position control is useful for maintaining body posture. Considering that during

the deceleration of the motion, the patient should converge on the reference posture. Thus,

it is useful when its motion deaccelerates.

In our previous work5,7 we proposed an assistance control algorithm based on damping

control and position control. Using them, our robot succeeds to use the remaining physical

strength of the patient during standing assistance. However, from the view point of how

the robot guides the patient to the reference pathway, acceleration period and deceleration
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(a) X-direction

(b) Y-direction

Fig. 4. Reference motion for each pattern. The difference between each pattern is due only to the velocity
profile. Each pattern follows the same reference tracks. Therefore, the time required for each pattern is
different, but the start and end positions are the same.

period have different role. Thus, each period requires different function, however, the pre-

viously reported algorithm did not consider it, so this paper extends this control algorithm

as follows:

First, the robot has the reference position of P
(
xref
p , yrefp

)
(Fig.3(a)) which is a motion

reference point based on the standing motion recommended by nursing specialists (Fig.3(b)).

Details regarding the generation of this reference point are given in our previous paper5.7

P = vref
p (ŝ) ,

vref
p =

∣∣∣∣ ẋref
p

ẏref
p

∣∣∣∣T =

∣∣∣∣ ẋref
p (0) , · · · , ẋref

p (ŝ) , · · · , ẋref
p (1)

ẏrefp (0) , · · · , ẏrefp (ŝ) , · · · , ẏrefp (1)

∣∣∣∣T (5)

ŝ = t/ts (6)

In equation (6), ts is the time required for completion of the standing-up operation and t is

the present time.

Furthermore, our robot has control references for each actuator as detailed in (7), which

realize the designed standing motion (5). ẋref
rbt is the motion reference for a powered walker

and ẏref
rbt is for a standing assistance manipulator.

vref
rbt =

∣∣∣∣∣ ẋref
rbt

ẏref
rbt

∣∣∣∣∣
T

=

∣∣∣∣∣ ẋref
rbt (0) , · · · , ẋref

rbt (ŝ) , · · · , ẋref
rbt (1)

ẏrefrbt (0) , · · · , ẏrefrbt (ŝ) , · · · , ẏrefrbt (1)

∣∣∣∣∣
T

(7)

Our robot controls two actuators by (8).

vuprefrbt =

∣∣∣∣∣ ẋupref
rbt

ẏuprefrbt

∣∣∣∣∣
T

=

∣∣∣∣∣∣ ẋref
rbt −B (fhandle − fhandle0)−K

(
xrbt − xref

rbt

)
ẏrefrbt −B (farmrest − farmrest0)−K

(
yrbt − yrefrbt

) ∣∣∣∣∣∣
(8)
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where vupref
rbt is the updated reference value that our robot actually uses for delivering

standing assistance. (xrbt, yrbt) is the actual position of the powered walker and the standing

assistance manipulator of our robot. fhandle and farmrest are the forces the patient applies

to the assistance system when he or she stands as Fig. 3(a), and fhandle0 and farmrest0 are

them before he or she stands.

B and K in (8) are constants used to coordinate the ratio between the damping and

position controls. When the robot accelerates, its controller selects damping control and it

sets B > K. By contrast, when the robot deaccelerates, it selects position control and is

sets B < K.

4. Experiments with prototype

4.1. Experimental setup

To verify the effectiveness of our proposed assistance scheme, we tested it as follows:

• The subjects were 12 elderly people whose care level is 1 or 2.

• The subjects stood up with the help of our assistive robot nine times. In each trial,

a different standing motion pattern was used at random from Table 1. The subject

did not know which pattern was used in each trial.

• The subjects were not told how our robot assisted them to stand. They had to judge

how the assistive robot moved while using it and decide how to stand.

• To verify that the subject adopted the reference posture when standing, we mea-

sured the position of the COG of the subject’s body.

4.2. Experimental results

The subjects were successfully able to stand up with the assistance of our robot (Fig. 5(a)).

In some cases, the subject adopted an unsuitable posture, especially for pattern 1C-2X (X

is A, B, or C), as shown in Fig. 5(b).

Fig. 6 shows the position of the COG during standing. We observe the following:

• In Figs. 6(a), (b) and (c), the position of COG tends to move forward direction

according to the reference path in the first phase. By contrast, in Figs. 6(g), (h)

and (i), the position of COG does not move forward direction. From these results,

in the first phase, the subjects succeed to incline their upper body by assistance

motion with pattern 1A-2X (X is A, B, or C), which has aggressive motion at the

first phase. On the other hand, using assistance motion with pattern 1C-2X, the

subjects failed to incline their upper body which has kind motion at the first phase.

In the first phase, the subject should incline his/her upper body and should move

position of COG from his/her buttocks to his/her feet. Therefore, proposed as-

sistance motion with an aggressive factor is better at guiding the subjects to the

reference posture at first phase on standing motion.

• In Figs. 6(a), (d) and (g), the position of COG tends to lift up according to the

reference path in the second phase. Furthermore, in Fig. 6(b), its movement has

same tendency. By contrast, in Figs. 6(c), (f) and (i), the position of COG lifts up,

however, its position is shifted to the backward direction.

From these results, in the second phase, the subjects succeed to lift up their trunk

sufficiently to achieve the final reference position by assistance motion with pattern

1X-2A (X is A, B, or C). With pattern 1X-2B, the subjects also succeed to stand

up most of the time. However, if the body inclination was not enough in phase 1,

sometimes the lifting movement failed as Fig. 6(g).
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(a) Patten 1A-2A

(b) Pattern 1C-2B

Fig. 5. Standing motion. (a) Suitable motion. (b) Unsuitable motion. In this case, the subject failed to
incline her upper body forward so that her COG is over her feet instead of her buttocks in the first phase.

The therapists stands near the subject for safety reason and he does not assist the subject during assistance

motion.

On the other hand, with pattern 1X-2C, the subjects do not lift up their trunk

sufficiently to achieve the final reference position. In many cases, even if its height

is acceptable, however, its position is too forward or backward.

In the second phase, the subject should lift up his/her upper body to the final ref-

erence position, and should maintain his/her body balance on this position. Lifting

motion is easy to understand intuitively, thus, the subject simply can lift up his/her

upper body without proposed motion. However, proposed assistance motion with

an aggressive factor is better to achieve final reference position at the second phase

on standing motion.

From these results, our robot can effectively provide non-verbal cues during the standing

motion using the proposed aggressive assistance motion.

5. Conclusion

This paper investigates how cues can be added to the motion of a standing assistance

scheme. Our prototype successfully guided our users to adopt a suitable standing posture.

The motion proposed for standing assistance is based on the aggressiveness factor.
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